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The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (EOA), which launched the War on Poverty in 
the United States, was more than a major accomplishment of the Great Society's political 
agenda. It marked the beginning of "a new approach to poverty" (Levitan 1969). Until 
that time, the nation's efforts to combat poverty had focused almost exclusively on relief 
measures. With the passage of the EOA, a new tactic was undertaken: prevention. As 
President Lyndon Johnson declared upon signing this legislation, "Ot~r  American 
answer to poverty is not to make the poor more secure in their poverty but to reach down 
and help lift themselves out of the ruts of poverty" (10). The causes of poverty in the 
United States were to be identified and then specific policies enacted to eliminate them. 
Attention was disproportionately given to measures to eradicate youth poverty, which 
was identified as the weakest link in the cycle whereby one generation of the poor 
becomes the next. If pursued vigorously, this approach-it was proclailued by the original 
director of the program, R. Sargent Shriver-could eliminate poverty in the United States 
by 1976 (69). 

In 1964, there were 36.4 million persons in the United States living in poverty 
(19.0 percent of the population). By 2001 the poverty population totaled 32.9 nlillion 
persons (1 1.7 percent of the population). Thus, while the percentage of the poverty pop- 
ulation has declined over the preceding 37 years, the absolute sizc of the poverty popula- 
tion itself has hardly shrunk (Census Bureau 2002a, 2 1). Clearly, the poor are still very 
much "with us." Indeed, in 2001 the nation's poverty population grew by 1.3 million 
persons-the largest annual increase in a decade. 
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There are many reasons that Shriver's goal of poverty elimination has proven t o  be 
elusive. It  is not the purpose of this undertaking to recount them. I t  is instead to identify 
one causative factor of luass poverty that was virtually unknown in 1964 but,  over the 
inrervenirlg years, has becorne a major contributor to its perpetuation. It  is the effects of 
the revival of mass i~n~uigra t ion  as manifested by i n ~ m i g r a t i o ~ ~  policies enacted by the 
federal government since 1965. 

The Return of Mass Immigration 

As shown In tahle 1, lmrnlgratlorl had been of decl in~ng s~gn~ficance to the U.S. 
economy (111 terrns of percentage of the populat~on) since 1910 and  In absolute number 
terms 5lnce 1930. By 1965, the percentage of the popula t~on  that was fore~gn  born had 
f,lllcn to 4.4 percent-the lowest percentage In all of U S .  h ~ s t o ~ ~ - a n d  the absolute num- 
her of ~ i n m ~ g r a n t s  had decllned to levels nor see11 slnce the 1880s. I ~ l ~ n ~ ~ g r a t ~ o n  had 
fallen so f<jr hy the rnrd 1960s that, for all Intents and purposes, ~t was an rrrelevant con- 
cern f o ~  econolnlc policy mak~ng.  

W ~ t h  regard to the link to poverty, the 111nlted lmmrgratlon that had taken place for 
the 7 5  year5 r ~ n m e d l a t e l ~  before 1965 had been of a Llnlclue character (Bnggs 1996, 
80-82). Most of the Immigrants of the 1930- 1960s period were Europeans f lee~ng from 

Table 1. The ForeigneBorn Population of the United States, 1900-2000 

Year Number (Millions) 

10.3 

13.5 

13.9 

14.2 

11.5 

10.3 

9.7 

8.5 

9.6 

14.0 

19.8 

28.4" 

31.5" 

Percentage of Population 

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau (except for the year 1965, which is based on an estimate by Jeffery S. Passel (1995)). 
' Data are based on Current Population Suruey for March 2000 (a sample) (Census Bureau 2001). 
" Data are from the actual 2000 population count released by the Census Bureau in 2002 (2002b). 
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the onset and aftermath of Nazism and Fascism on their continent. In present-day 
terms, most would be known as refugees, but at the time the United States did not have 
any provisions for refugee admissions. Hence, those admitted entered only under the 
quotas allowed for their country under the terms of the prevailing Immigration Act of 
1924 (also known as the National Origins Act). 

Unlike the immigrants who preceded them (i.e., those who entered during the 
1890-1920s era who were mostly poor rural peasants from eastern and southern 
Europe), the immigrants of the 1930-1960 era were overwhelmingly from the middle 
and upper economic classes and mostly from urban areas. They were disproportionately 
white-collar workers drawn from professional, business, arts, and academic back- 
grounds. Indeed, over this 30-year span the occupational category at the tirue of entry 
that accounted for the highest percentage of the immigrants was "professional, techni- 
cal, and mailagerial." It is the only time in U.S. history up to that time that this highly 
skilled and educated classification was the major source of immigrants. Moreover, the 
country that supplied the largest number of immigrants during this period was Ger- 
many-an ethnic feature of immigrants that had not occurred since the 1880s. 

Hence, there was no reason in 1964 to expect that immigration policy would under- 
mine efforts of the United States to exorcize itself of the blight of poverty among its citi- 
zens. The size of the foreign-born population was at an all time low (in percentage 
terms), and those that had entered over the preceding 30 years were disproportionately 
well endowed in terms of their human capital attributes. 

Policy Change with Unexpected Consequences 

The Immigration Act of 1965 was enacted and everything changed. It was another 
major legislative accomplishment of the Great Society (Briggs 1996, chapters 5 and 6). 
This act eliminated the overt discrimination associated with the national origin admis- 
sion system that had characterized U.S. immigration policy since 1924. Immigration 
quotas for European countries had been set in a manner whereby those who received 
most of the available entry visas were persons from countries in northern and western 
Europe; the quotas from eastern and southern European nations were severely limited. 
Immigration from Asia had been essentially banned by earlier legislation (chapter 4). As 
the year before the Johnson Administration had also succeeded in passing the historic 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to end overt discrimination within the nation, the next logical 
step was to purge it of its external discriminatory policies toward the rest of the world as 
embodied in its prevailing immigration policies. The Immigration Act of 1965, there- 
fore, was as much a manifestation of civil rights policy as it was an instru~nent of 
immigration reform. 

The immigration reform movement of the early 1960s was not designed to increase 
the level of immigration. No one wished to return to the "open door" immigration poli- 
cies of the pre-1924 era. Instead, the goal was to create a non-discriminatory admission 
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system for the entry of 290,000 persons (plus their immediate family relatives) each year. 
Senator Edward Kennedy, the floor manager for the Immigration Act of 1965, stated 
that its passage was "not concerl~ed with increasing immigration to this country;" "nor 
will it lower any of the high standards we apply in the selection of immigrants;" "nor 
would our cities be flooded with a million immigrants annually;" nor would "the ethnic 
mix of this country he upset;" nor would "American workers lose their jobs" as a conse- 
quence of its passage (Briggs 1996, 114). Subsecluent events were to demonstrate that 
none of his assurances were valid. 

Although the details as to why the legislation had unexpected consequences are too 
complex to discuss in this context (see Briggs 1996, chapter 7 ,  for an explanation), the 
principle reasons are as follows: 

1. The legal entry system (introduced in 1965), which gives overwhelming 
preference to family reunification (of both immediate and extended family 
members) without regard to their human capital attributes. 

2. The addition of the diversity lottery admission category (since 1991), which 
selects 55,000 immigrants each year solely because they happen to live in 
co~untries with low immigration rates to the United States and not with regard 
to their human capital attributes. 

7. The nlassive violation of existing immigration ceilings by mostly poor persons 
who illegally immigrate. 

4. The granting since 1986 of seven amnesties to 6 million persons-mostly from 
inipoverished backgrounds- who previously had entered the country illegally 
or overstayed various temporary admission programs. 

5. The extensive admission of refugees, mostly from third world nations. 
6. The arrival of many poor persons, also from mostly from the third world, who 

often falsely make claims for political asylum to justify their presence and then 
abscond before their hearing dates are held or, if they receive a negative ruling, 
after being ordered to depart. 

As a consequence of post-1965 legislation, the size of the foreign-born population 
had soared to 3 1.1 million persons in 2000 (Census Bureau 2002 b, 1). This figure is a 
57 percent increase in the size of the foreign-born population in 1990. By 2000, the for- 
eign born accounted for 11.1 percent of the total population and 12.4 percent of the 
labor force. 

But of even greater consequence than their total numbers is the fact that the pre- 
ponderallce of the post-1965 inlmigrants have been unskilled, poorly educated, and 
non-English speakers. Studies done by the National Research Council (NRC) of the 
National Academy of Sciences as background work for the U.S. Commission on Immi- 
gration Reform (chaired by Barbara Jordan) found that the educational attainment lev- 
els of post-1965 im~nigrants have steadily declined since 1970. Consequently, 
foreign-born workers, on average, earn less than native-born workers, and the earning 
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gap has widened over the years (1997, 181-185). Immigrants from Latin America 
(including Mexico), which presently account for more than half of the entire for- 
eign-born population of the nation, earn the lowest wages. The NRC, however, found 
no evidence of discriminatory wages being paid to immigrants (181). Rather, it found 
that immigrant workers are paid less than native-born workers because, in fact, they are 
less skilled and less educated. The relative declines in both skills and wages of the for- 
eign-born population were attributed to the fact that most immigrants are coming from 
the poorer nations of the world, where the average education, wages, and skill levels are 
far below those in the United States (235-236). The NRC also found that since 1980 
almost half of the decline in the real wages for native-born high school dropouts (i.e., 
unskilled workers) could be attributed to the adverse competitive impact of unskilled 
foreign-born workers (227). These finding supported the 1994 conclusions of the Coun- 
cil of Economic Advisers, which found that "immigration has increased the relative sup. 
ply of less-educated labor and appears to have contributed to the increasing inequality of 
income" (120). Although their report claims that the aggregate effect on the national 
distribution of income is "small," immigration is a major sectorial factor in the deterio- 
ration ofwages and incomes for low wage and low income families. Such is especially the 
case in large urban centers where immigrants have congregated. Indeed, a subsecluent 
study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1995 found that "immigration accounted for 
approximately 20 to 25 percent of the increase in the wage gap between low and 
high-skilled workers during the 1980s in the 50 largest metropolitan areas of the United 
States" (Jaeger 1995, 21). 

The chief beneficiaries of post-1965 immigration are the immigrant workers them- 
selves, whose wages are usually considerably higher than if they had stayed in their 
homelands, and businesses, who can hire workers at lower wages than would otherwise 
be the case. The chief losers are the native-born unskilled workers who have to compete 
with them. The NRC study also documented the fact that the fiscal costs of post-1965 
immigration significantly exceed the alleged benefits (i.e., the suppression of wages for 
American workers from what would have otherwise have happened-a "benefit" that 
only economists can appreciate) of the immigration inflow. These fiscal costs were asso- 
ciated with increased education, medical, welfare, incarceration, and public housing 
costs that exceeded the taxes paid by immigrants themselves for these services (1997, 
153 and 293). These fiscal costs are disproportionately distributed among the taxpayers 
in local communities and states depending on the size of the foreign-born populatio~~ in 
their respective jurisdictions. California was the state that was the worst harmed. 

For these reasons, it is not surprising to learn that the poverty rate of the foreign 
born in 2001 was 16.1 percent compared with 11.1 percent for the native-born popula- 
tion that year, or 45 percent higher (Census Bureau 2002a). Moreover, one-fifth (20.3 
percent) of all children living in the United States in 1997 were reported to be living in 
poverty (Vleminckx and Smeeding 2001, 47). Among all industrialized nations in the 
world, only Russia had a higher percentage of impoverished children (23.2 percent). 
Within the United States, New York (26.3 percent) and California (25.7 percent) had 
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the highest incidences of child poverty (Vlen~inckx and Snleeding, 49). It  is n o  accident 
that the two states accounted for almost half (45.5 percent) of the nation's total for- 
eign-born population in 2000. In New York, for instance, children with foreign-born 
parents represented 48 percent of poor children in New York City and 39  percent 
statewide. 

Therefore, it is apparent that i~n~uigrat ion policy-which is entirely a discretionary 
action of the fecieral policy makers-has since 1965 become a significant contributor to 
the perpetuation of the nation's poverty population as it enters the twenty-first century. 

Conclusion 

Efforts in the United States to  reduce the incidence of poverty have been ham- 
pered, slnce 1965, by the parallel revival from out  of the nation's distant past of the phe- 
nomenoil of mass immigration. As a consequence, any serious attempt to  reduce 
poverty must now i n c l ~ ~ d e  cornprehensive reforms in the nation's immigration policies 
if they are to be taken seriously. Among the most prominent of these would be the 
inlplen~entation of the main reco~nnlendations of the U.S. Com~nission o n  Immigra- 
tion Reform (1997). These include lowering the level of legal immigration, reducing the 
enlphasis o n  family reunification by terminating the preference categories for extended 
family menil~ers, eliminating all aclmissic~ns of unskilled workers fro111 the occupational 
preferences, and including refugees in the overall immigration aclmission ceiling for 
each year (Commission o n  Immigration Reform 1995). Remedies must also provide for 
enforcement of existing immigration laws by enhancing border control to prevent illegal 
entry, rigidly enforcing employer sanctions against hiring illegal immigrants already in 
the country, and stepping up  efforts to deter the use of fraudulent docu~nents  by job 
seekers who are illegal immigrants. Furthermore, there should be n o  more grants of 
aninesty to those who have illegally entered the United States. The  repeated amnesties 
since 1986 have given the impression that there is little reason for persons who fail to  
qualify for entry not to  come and to hide their time until, for expediency reasons, the 
politicians enact yet another amnesty. Lastly, efforts must be made to apprehend those 
who fail to appear or who absconcl after receiving unfavorable rulings in p l i t i ca l  asylum 
cases and to deport them. 

As for those who would be denied entry under these reforms, the United States 
could adopt other policies to address the root causes of poverty in their homelands. 
Anlong these would be enhanced economic development assistance, trade concessions, 
and linkages of trade with the United States to adherence to international human rights 
standards by their governments, as well as support for falllily planning information and 
the extensive provision of contraceptive means. But the answer to  world poverty simply 
cannot he i~nmigration to the United States. Such access does nothing to reduce the 
pressures in those source countries for people to  leave, and it only harms the poor in the 
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United States who have to compete with the poor fro111 abroad for jobs and social 
services. 

Unless comprehensive immigration reforms are added to the arsenal of anti-pov- 
erty policies, efforts to reduce poverty in the country in the twenty-first century will he 
little more than a ride on a squirrel wheel-a lot of effort expended hut little progress 
achieved. 
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